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U.SJi.
CANADA

EUROPE

AFRICA

SOUTH AMERICA

Fine colored granites from producing quarries of worldwide reputa

tion now
have been commercially within reach in the past. The distinguished 

of domestic Fletcher granites, widely used and admired, have

offer the designer a wider range of colored stocks than

roster
been supplemented with imported granites of rare beauty from 
Canada, South America, Europe and Africa.* Surprising economy 'is
possible by specifying Fletcher Granite Veneer. Domestic sheets may 
be ordered in sizes up to 12 feet by 8 feet and in imported stocks in
sheets up to 6 feet by 3 feet. Optimum economic thickness for either 
veneer is 114 inches. Fletcher consultants will be pleased to collabo
rate in the solution of any problems incident to the use of granite.

GRANITE, illustrating 20 imported and domestic*Our Bulletin No. 6, COLOR IN 

granites in full natural color, available on request.

COM P ANYH . E • F L ETCHER
EAST 40th street. NEW YORK 16. N. Y104WEST CHELMSFORD, MASSACHUSETTS. •
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SLATTERY BUILDING, SHREVEPORT 
to provide fast, dramatic AUTOTRONIC elevator service. 
The Slatter}'^ management feels that, “Once again, we have 
been well advised by Otis.” Otis helped in planning and i 
stalling 4 manually operated cars in 1923. Otis has helped 
again with a modernization plan to keep the Slattery Building 
competitively abreast of new buildings . , . with AUTO- 
TRONIC elevatoring and its automatic supervision and 6 
basic traffic

modernizes

m-

programs . . . w’ith assistance in designing the Otis- 
built entrances and cars . . . with a construction plan that 
would not impair present elevator service during the chang

e-over.

ELEVATOR COMPANY
Ofltces in AU PrindfJal Cities 

Borne Office: 260 tUh AveDue, New York 1, N. Y.





NDIANA 
LIMESTONE

A thing of beauty deserves the finest medium 

of expression . . . and in building materials that’s 
Indiana Limestone. Not only does it offer incom
parable beauty in color and texture, but it is rela

tively less expensive. This means a practical level 

of economy for those decorative elements which 

mean so much in your building designs.

The Nation’s Building Stone

BUFF • GRAY • VARIEGATED • RUSTIC • OLD GOTHIC

INDIANA LIMESTONE INSTITUTE
BEDFORD, INDIANAP.O. BOX 471

You are invited to make full and frequent use of our technical 
counsel without expense or obligation.



STANDARDIZED SERVICE IN STEEL CONSTRUCTION
T A
E I

; TWO ON TBE MSIE FOE i
BSPECIFICATION WRITERS l

0 E
I- Translating the owner's needs into a design and ^
^ coordinating that design into a structure intercepts at j

many points the responsibility of the specification £
writer. £

L Since our products must pass through this screening ^ 
0 we wonder if these selectors of WHOSE and WHAT p

ever see us in action. .
Q ”
^ Everything Macomber makes is engineered to do a A
p certain amount of work in the building and to have M
^ a distinct advantage DURING CONSTRUCTION to I

keep costs down.

N

NN
Q® Where then except DURING CONSTRUCTION

can yousee the difference between wiring top lath to other F 
joists and the time and concrete saved when slab 0 
centering is nailed to V Joists to prevent deep pockets R 
of wasted concrete between joists? This is one of 
dozens of ON-THE-JOB illustrations of Macomber ^ 
products.

Cost analysis and its ramifications through all the t 
"subs" cannot compare with on-the-job analysis of | 

A what Macomber actually gives you.

P Come up and see us sometime.
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S MACOMBER CAMTOH, OHIO U
I A NAME RESPECTED IH ENGINEERED CONSTRUCTION | 
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Announcing... New ^/i6 gauge

m

At New Low Prices

New Kencork’s Complete Floor Beauty costs 
your clients less than wall-to-wall broadlooni!

Specify Kcncork in new'
3/lo gauge, too. Your clients will 
be delighted with this distinctive, 
luxury wall treatment at the new 
lower cost.

Now OFFER Kencork at lower 
prices than ever before! This 

resilient flooring does the work of 
floor and carpeting alike... offers 
restful, quiet comfort underfoot... 
a perfect flooring that wears years 
longer. Staining liquids that per
manently damage carpeting come 
right off Kencork! Kencork insulates 
against heat and cold...is ideal for 
use with radiant heating.

David E. Kennedy, Inc.,58 2nd Ave., Brooklyn 15, N.Y.
RESILIENT FLOORS FOR OVER FIFTY YEARS ... KENTILE ... KENCORK ... RUBBER TILE



It's no time to fiddle!
Our 70UB9 people do noi seem to realise that 

paying dividends is only one function oi prof
its. Fat note impoifant today is the need ior 
profit to keep business competitive, and to pay 

buildings, mactineiy, and other neces
sary equipment and to provide new and zsore 
jobs. Ignorance of this fundamental concept 
breeds contempt for the system of enterprise 
that built our country and keeps it strong.

The facts oi business must be given to our 
boys and giris to protect their future. Only just
ness men can supply the facts. As a business 
leader in your community, it isyourtesponsibii- 
ity to help clear up such misconceptions. The 
old story that Nero liddled while Rome burned 
must not have a counterpart in Ameiica-

Headlines of the menace oiwarn us
and subversive agents. But in every

hazard, largely unrecognized.
com

munity there is a which may become ready tinder for the ravag
ing flames of socialism and communism. This 
is the misconception of everyday economic facts 
that exist among our young people.

For example, a recent poll among high school 
seniors shows that the majority oi them believe 
that the owners oi business take out for them
selves a larger share of the income than is paid 
to employees. They think the stockholders' av
erage return is 24^ of the sales dollar. The 
truth is that stockholders average less than 3%, 
whereas over 30% of the income dollar U paid 
out as wages, pensions and other benefits.

for new

The Youngstown Sheet and Tube Company
General Oiiices-Youngstown 1, Ohio 

Offices-SOO Fifth Avenue, New York
CRBSON ALLOY AND YOLOY STEELSExport 

MANUFACTURERS OF

PIPE AM»nmSHED CAKBON AND ALLOT 
. COKE TIN PIAT5 - RODS - SHEETS - PLATES.HOT AND COLDBSitanAD TRACK SPIKES • CONDUIT 

TUBULAR PRODUCTS • WIRE • ELECTROLYTIC HN PLATE
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HENRY BACON 
Recipient of

The A.l.A. GOLD MEDAL 1922

Js it a CoiHcidcHce?
HENRY BACON, known for his achieveinems in Archi 
lecture, was chosen for The Institute’s highest honor—its 
Gold Medal for the year 1922.

It is not a coincidence, but a signilicant fact, to note 
that Mr. Bacon, among others who have received this 
honor, frequently employed Georgia Marble in his work. 
His figure of Lincoln in the Lincoln Memorial at Wash
ington is of Georgia Marble.

Georgia Crystalline Marble has stood the test of time 
through the years in countless impressive structures of 
legendary prominence in the field of Architecture.

the GEORGIA MARBLE COMPANY of TATE, GA.
Sales and Services OfRces: New York, N. Y., 
Brigrhton, Mass., Cleveland, O.. Philadelphia, Pa., 
Washington, D. C., Atlanta. Ga.. Rochester, M. Y., 
Chicago, 111-

A
rr

Geologi%t% have cstitnated that it unll toke 1800 
-i vears to exhaust the virtually limitless supply of 
J Georgia Crystalline Marble.



Architecture and the War
be used to qualify theHATEVER ADJECTIVES may

situation in which our nation finds itself, it is war. 
When Americans are dying on the battlefield, and 

when the requirements of the national security make 
necessary restrictions embracing much of the nation’s 
manpower, wealth and productive capacity, it is a quibble 
to call it anything but war. The President has warned 
that the nation must pull in its belt, and that business 
cannot continue “as usual.” And as we look ahead there is 

evidence that the storm clouds will lift; rather it seems 
probable that they may grow darker.

The architectural profession has tary, for buildings of all sorts 
already been deeply affected by this to be met.
war. We have seen men leave our The first obligation of architects 
drafting-rooms and our architec- today is to support the war we 
tural schools to take their place in fighting in fulfillment of our obli- 
the armed forces. We have seen gations as a member of the United 
the effects of shortages of building Nations. Our second obligation is

to ensure that the building enter
prises upon which the nation de
pends for its health, welfare, and 
security to the extent that we are 
responsible for them, continue 
smoothly, efficiently and econom- 

whatever difficulties the 
Beyond that, we 

profession hold ourselves 
ready, and we must prepare our
selves for such added calls upon 
nationally and in our 
munities, as -

The a. I. A.

W

no

are

are

materials, rising costs, and general 
uncertainties over the present and 
future atmosphere in which build
ing will be done. As we look ahead, 

be little doubt that thesethere can
disruptions are part of the price of 
war, and as they continue, and even 
increase, they represent conditions 
to which we will have to adjust must 
ourselves as a profession for

. We must adjust be-

ically,
times present.

as a
some

us,
time to come 
cause building must go 
tional needs, both civilian and mili-

JOORSAI, OF

home com-on if na-
the times may impose

147



and the national 
quire.

security may re- tion and Registration reports it has 
received 7,940, or 41% of the 
World War II postcard question
naires mailed in August to 19,000 
registered architects. The responses 
to the Mass Questionnaire are
3,865, or 20% of the 19,000 mailed 

completing on September 1. 
and returning your questionnaire i..
the 1950 Survey of the Architec
tural Profession, which has been 
sent you, is essential if we are to 
show how architects can be of the 
maximum service to the nation.

To equip us to make our maxi
mum contribution in these chang
ing and difficult times, The Insti
tute has initiated a comprehensive 
survey of the profession as a whole. 
Your cooperation in

Since the in
formation requested through these 
two media is of vital importance to 
the entire profession in the present 
emergency as well as to its general 
w'L'll-being now and in the future, 
every registered architect should 
turn

in

re-the1950 Survey Returns
Through September 21 the Com

mission for the Survey of Educa-

two questionnaires
promptly.
National Defense Committee, 

A.I.A,

How Should Our Cities Grow?
In three parts—Part I

By Paul Windels
PRESIDENT, REGIONAL 

An add
PLAN ASSOCIATION, INC. OF NEW YORK

ress delivered at the Annual Convention, A.I.A., 
Washington, O. C., May 11, 1950

AMAZING GROWTH of 
American cities is one of the 

great dramas of
THE nation. Thomas Jefferson, 

most powerful single political i 
our history. The fluence during the formative years, 

first census, taken in 1790, showed had seen something of European 
that about 5% of our population cities and he wanted no part of 
lived in cities. Only five of these them here. But time and destiny 
contained more than 10,000 people, were against him.

Starting about 1800 and for the 
next century, a surge of popula-

the
in-

It was then hoped and expected 
that we would remain a rural

October, 1950
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life have outstripped their 
antiquated designs. They fall 
short of being effective instrumen
talities of a civilized social order— 

efficient, comfortable or beau
tiful as they could or should be. 
They have been overwhelmed by 
the automobile and by the increas- 

demands of population, busi- 
and industry. The result has 

been unbearable congestion 
live people, buildings and traffic; 

grossly inadequate streets and high- 
; discomfort, inefficiency and

tion from the farms and from 
foreign lands swept into our cities 
in constantly increasing volume.
Since 1900 this tide has flowed 
over into the surrounding areas.

There was thus evolved a new 
urban form which we commonly 
refer to as the metropolitan region.
The most recent estimates indicate ing 
that half of our national popula
tion lives in 140 of these regions.
Fifty million Americans now 

1% of the nation’s land.

ern

as

ness of

on
ways
delay; dirt, noise and confusion.

There are two additional factors 
affecting the future of our cities 
which we cannot ignore.

First; The endlessly-mounting 
The per-

the suburbs haveFor many years
been increasing in population more 
rapidly than the central cities. The 
Census Bureau has estimated that 
between 1940 and 1947 the 13
largest cities increased in popula- municipal budgets, 
tion by 10.6%. Their suburbs capita cost of municipal govern- 
showed an increase of 19.2%, al- ment in the largest-sized cities is 

double the central-city rate, on the average more than double
that of cities in the 25,000 to 
100,000 population bracket.

Unfavorable social and other 
conditions require more municipal 

them. Many

most
There is evidence that this dif
ferential continues and may be in

creasing.
Recent data on new housing con

struction in 12 metropolitan areas 
shows that about 60% of new hous
ing is being built in 
The built-up areas of the New 
York Region have doubled since 
1925 and will probably again 
double by 1975.

In all of our older central cities 
find the requirements of mod-

services to overcome 
of these directly result from the 
fact of congestion. They create the 
demands for municipal services 
which compel excessive per-capita

their suburbs.

costs of government.
Some of our city officials believe 

balance these crushingthe way to 
municipal budgets is by piling up

we
JouRKAL OF The a. I. a.
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bigger buildings which will pay York Region were within a mile of 
higher taxes. But we can never a railroad station. The map of 
overtake these snowballing costs of the Region looked like a star whose 
municipal government by intensi
fying the conditions which 
them.

points represented development 
create along the railroad lines converging

a way on the Region’s central cities. But 
con- with the establishment of bus 

measures for routes and a regional network of 
orderly decentralization, we shall highways, the star began to 
witness uncontrolled decentraliza
tion, a most wasteful process, need- velopment. 
lessly destructive of public 
private values.

If we do not find 
gradually to bring them under 
trol by planned

resemble a circle of solid urban de- 
This is typical of 

areas.and most metropolitan
This expansion has thus be-

This is a thought which should 
be pondered over by those who be
lieve there i

sprawl of the huge 
lithic structure of the city spread 

endless speculative ing across the surrounding 
wealth still to be acquired by pil
ing up congestion on congestion i. 
our central cities.

come a mono-

is
coun

tryside like the flow of lava from 
erupting volcano. Pushed by 

the tremendous forces of tech
nological advances and economic 

atom compulsions, the new metropolitan 
poli-

in an

Second: National defense poli
cies forced by the threat of the 
bomb. Once these defense 
cies are

region is evolving with startling 
rapidity but, unfortunately, along 
haphazard lines. In

fully developed, they 
bound to result in tremendous pres
sures for decentralization, 
when we have reached the point 
where we can fully exploit the in
dustrial possibilities of atomic 
energy, its invitation to the same 
result may be even greater than 
the compulsion of military defense.

are
too many in

stances, the old city pattern has 
been perpetuated and extended into 
a massive regional structure.

If present trends are allowed to 
continue without guidance 
trol, there will ultimately result a 
comparatively few solidly built-up 
metropolitan areas, roughly circular 
in shape, twenty-five and even fifty 
miles in diameter.

And

or con-

What is the regional pattern
which is evolving from these evi
dent trends? In 1925, 98% of the 
suburban dwellings in the New

It would seem evident that th 
greatest problem to be overcome iIS

Octobbr, 1950
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highway borders each neighborhood 
should have its own interior street 

own schools, play
grounds, shopping centers, parking 
and garage facilities, public and 
community buildings and other 
neighborhood amenities, as though 
each were, within the city, a sepa- 

village with its distinctive 
identity, interests and community

The basic aim of anycongestion, 
new design must be to open up 
the overbuilt, crowded centers of layout, its
cities to sun and air, and to greater 
freedom and ease of movement 
both for people and vehicles. In 
this process we must aim to restore 
the smaller neighborhood pattern 
in the central cities and to con
tinue the same neighborhood pat
tern in their surrounding areas by life, 
preserving the separate identities of 
their local communities. “garden" housing projects mean

Why should we aim at this pat- only high buildings with high 
know that for density of population, stratifica

tion of economic and sometimes

rate

In some of our cities so-called

tern? Because we 
normal, wholesome living, com
munity life must be cut down to a even of age levels, uninspired repe-
human scale in which people can tition of architectural types and in-

of individual stitutional appearance. They rep
resent in many respects an

share with a sense 
dignity and significance and social 
responsibility. Anonymous living mous advance over what they re

placed. But they are not the final 
We must now raise our 

to the planning

enor-

in great and impersonal cities create 
the problems, human, social and 
political, which continue to plague 

and the anti-social mass emotions 
which spring from such environ-

answer.
sights and move 
of entire neighborhoods with types 
of housing which will attract 
families with small children by 
variations on the theme of widely- 
spaced one- and two-famtiy and 

and three-story build-

on

us

ment.
The blighted residential sections 

of central cities should be rede
even dis- one-, two-signed, based on a more 

tribution, a generally lower density ings. 
of population and a pattern of 
local neighborhoods, each separated As to suburban areas, our Asso- 
from the others by broad avenues ciation has suggested some prin- 
which serve also as main traffic ciples which, if they have merit,
highways. Within these main are equally applicable to every ex-

JouRNAL OF The a. I. a.
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panding metropolitan region in the 
nation. Our plan for the 17

dreams, 
know how to get what they 
if they are persuaded the goals 
worthwhile. And let

The American people 

wantcoun
ties surrounding New York City

”... that as against disorganized 
sprawl of the . . . [cities] within 
this Region as a method of 
commodating its growth 
whelming and absorbing the small 
towns in their orbit*, first, that 
deliberately set about 
the essential identity and character 
of these small towns; second, that 
we channel

areIS
us never

underestimate the effectiveness of 
citizen effort, its educational value 
or its ultimate influence on official 
thinking and action. The Regional 
Plan for New York and Its En
virons,

ac-
over-

we
to preserve proposing a comprehensive 

and coordinated program of high
ways, parkways, airports and park 
systems, was promulgated twenty 
years ago by a privately financed 
citizen group.
of that plan has already been 
achieved, much ahead of schedule, 

communities for the Practically every public project in 
purpose of accommodating a sub- these categories undertaken in the 
stantial part of our regional Region since that date has followed

the recommendations of this citizen

a major part of the 
Region’s growth toward a much 
larger number of centers; third, 

we deliberately design and 
create entirely new and distinctive 
self-sufficient

More than halfthat

growth.
Thus we believe that as between plan, 

the alternatives of the solid spread 
of the structure of the central city 
—the

It would be theoretically possible 
to create an entirely new urban 
America within thepresent uncontrolled trend 

—and the planned channeling of 
the outflow of population into

next century 
if, as a nation, we were determined 
to do it. In the past five 
have built new housing and busi
ness and industrial plants sufficient 
to accommodate one-tenth of the 
nation’s present population—the 
equivalent of 35 cities of 100,000 
people in each of the past five

years, wemany separate and clearly defined 
suburban towns and villages, the 
latter is infinitely the more de
sirable pattern. It will be noted 
that it is essentially the 
tern as that proposed for the 
central city w'ith its separate and 
clearly defined neighborhoods.

These are

same pat-

years.
a practical people, however, 

we recognize that we cannot com- 
not unattainable pletely discard what we have. Nor

As

October, 1950
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gent and coherent form. In doing 
this, we must never lose sight of 
the simple yet fundamental truth 
that cities consist of individuals 
and families, and when we fail to 
provide for the real needs of people, 

urban civilization to that ex

can we expect, at least in the fore
seeable future, any such radical 
departures as so-called vertical 
cities or ribbon cities along new 
arterial highways. The best

do is to accept the patterns
we

can
which are evolving naturally and 
endeavor to give them some intelH-

our
tent loses its vitality.

Fifty Years Hence in the Federal City
By Ralph WalkeVy f.a.i.a.

luncheon meeting of The A.I.A. and the Joint 
National Capital, Washington, May 12, 1950A talk before a 

Committee on the
asks for a social order which 

worth under skins of 
color, under prayers of any

as one 
recognizes

NE CANNOT UNDERSTAND THE 
FUTURE unless one realizes 

the pace of the past, 
civilization there is a curve of
o In every any 

faith.
But no man ever builds betterItgrowth as inexorable as fate, 

begins slowly, gains fire, reaches 
high into the sun, and quietly suc
cumbs to a point of fatigue—each that fifty years
rarely recognized by the station as ington will not exist—a few 
it is plotted on the curve. In con- Roman columns, perhaps, here and 
sidering Washington and its next there to confound the archaeologist
fifty years, one may try to be a of the far future. The forces are
prophet, groping into the mists of many to indicate that on the curve
the unknowable; one may look at of Washington’s growth, it has

either now, or will soon, reach a 
plateau—perhaps the beginning of 
a declination in progress.

For example, there is always a 
point in the centralization of man
agement when mere size works as 
a deterrent; where finally the

than that which he knows.
It is quite possible to state simply 

from now Wash-

the things urgently needed for cor
rection and plot their possible solu- 

immediate future; onetions in an 
may shrug a shoulder and say it is 
impossible to achieve more than the 
present expedient. I trust one may 

have to talk until Doomsdaynot
Journal of The A.I.A.
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ability to control the web of 
ganization breaks down because of 
the impossibility of 
two—or even a politburo—know
ing enough to do other than create 
a climate of obedience through 
fear.

the threshold of a catastrophic revo
lution brought about by the use of 
the automatic machine. Unless 
we prepare ourselves for it, our in
dustrial cities face a vast decentral-

or-

one man or

ization process and a shifting of 
population to rural districts brought 

To know what will happen to about by unemployment; for 
Washington fifty years from now, chinery controlled by electronic 
it will be necessary to know how brains could, within a decade, ,
much more capable in management pletely wipe out the factory 
the modern man may be than was 
Plato’s prime illustration, i.
Marcus Aurelius, or how

ma-

com-
as-

sembly line.
Shall we add to this that Win- 

many ston Churchill when at M.I.T, 
more years will elapse before the shuddered at the possibility of the 
inevitable need for decentralized automatic brain taking over the

rule of the world. Dr. Vannevar

e.,

management will become so evident 
to achieve actuality over the na

tural political desire not to change.
In contrast to political inertia, 

there are other forces which

as Bush wrote, several 
article in Harpers Magazine de
scribing the possibilities of an elec- 

may tronic “memex”—a machine 
change our whole concept of urban pable of digesting, 
necessity. Before going, as I will, 
into the common ideas of decentral-

years ago, an

ca-
sorting and 

synthesizing the knowledge of the 
world, now grown too heavy for 

ization, I think it worth noting human intelligence, 
that a new factor may cause Wash- Do you remember how forty 
ington, especially, to become an years ago we laughed and said,
unimportant pinprick on a map. “Get a horse”? And now the
Just the other day a news report “red devils” are cluttering
from England related that Norbert cities, our highways; making
Wiener, a specialist from the civilization, new manners which
hlassachusetts Institute of Tech- determine our ways of life.

These two ideas just described, 
con- i. e., the failure of human

our
a new

nology in the design of automatic 
and electronic brains, had said 
cerning the future of the industrial 
city—to quote him;

man
agement to circumscribe and solve 
the problems of the day and laterWe are on

October, 1950
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, as the wavesthe growing dependence upon elec- struggle was great 
tronic automatic devices to resolve of men, their women and children, 
these very impossibilities, certainly their possessions once again all con

tained on their backs or on wheel
barrows, spread over the land. No 

who remembers the long chains

should cause planners a moment 
of serious consideration.

Will a world of clerks become a 
world of I.B.M. monsters? Or
will the mere hunting for a release highways of the world '
from the frustration of city life forget the true want of pity in our

still further increase in modern civilization.
Rapidly summing up man’s lack 

of managerial ability, the develop- 
of automatic devices conquer-

one
of war refugees lining the w'eary

can ever

cause a 
today’s decentralization?

people stillIn 1910, many
owned horses, still had privies in ment 
the backyard. The women of the ing the world like robots, his fear 
family still cleaned the chimneys of destruction by the horrific 
of oil lamps each morning, and in agents he has created, one might 
winter the ice in the water pitcher well ask will Washington still be 
was broken for the wakening and here fifty years from now or, if 
shivering dash called a wash. Since it is, will it be much smaller and 
then, the pace has been violently of far less influence? 
increased, and the slow clop-clop 
of a few horses has become the 
whir of billions of horsepower; and 
the normal w'ay of living then in

Shall we return for a moment to 
the idea of managerial size? Are 

close to the pointwe not pretty 
where the centralized government 

deterrent to the
small cities has become now a sym
bol of a new world, for the small begins to act as a

real solutions of the problems 
within the country? For is it not 

that the idea of One World,

city has become the “New Town.”
But in 1990 the bombs had 

rapidly caused the final decentrali
zation of cities, and especially that 
of Washington—those bombs held 

dropped at will by all the irre
sponsible of the world. The people 
who had not already left the urban vast organization, the “Titos” are 

sought the simple the first signs of the crack-up.
Philosophically, would it not seem

true
whether continent-wide or univer
sal, must first be achieved in a 
world much more moral and much 

self-disciplinedf In everyor
more

centers now 
lands still left unoccupied. The
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better to return the leaning-posts 
of our civilization back 
those who lean on them, back 
where the intimate social corrective 
can be applied ?—and 
Wiener 
say:

center. We may have 
there is still a large question 
that fact—but we certainly ruined 
the Capital. The next fifty years, 
granting Washington still persists, 

goes on, as reported, to should see the rapid elimination of
all these war scars—the return of 
the land to park use, for Washing- 

a ton’s

won wars-
nearer to as to

so. Dr.

"We must prepare for this by 
intelligent use of welfare until 
time of stabilization occurs. We than 
must change our judgment of value 
from a quantitative one to a quali
tative one.

an
climate needs larger lungs 

most cities.
Then those Federal 

which remain should be spread 
into the region nearer where the 
people live. There should

services
outWhen will be the 

time of stabilization? Shall 
with Isaiah—say, “Let us eat, and 
drink, for tomorrow

we— not, tn
my opinion, ever again be another

shall die”? Triangle. We must further 
The question of quality w quan- develop L’Enfant’s original

always, for if we cept of Federal Departments being 
consider Washington w’e find that, scattered rather than concentrated, 
to attain quality, we should be Nothing is more stupid than the 
eliminating, right now, all the ugly vicious circle we find in our larger
expedients that two wars, espe- cities, where land is worth more

we re-
con-tity is with us

cially, have foisted upon us; the because 
Navy Building, one of the most you can put more people 

on it, therefore you put more 
permanent of the temporary, the people on it, so therefore it be 
barracks lining the Mall, and comes worth more.manyother such structures, all of which 
should never have been built in the 
first place. They were bad plan
ning, known

In the next fifty years 
eliminate the slums; we must 

such, and during eliminate the Washington back 
growing transpor-

we must

as
a time when the 
tation bottlenecks were all too ap
parent.
forces of centralization that i ' 
thing, in a symbolic sense, had to 
crowd to the very center of the

alley, which mocks our claims of 
humanity with its stable 
of living, and devote ourselves 
creating a living community of 
home and garden, in which is reas
serted the belief in the possibility

conceptBut so strong were the
to

every-
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perately the right to control the 
outside the present city

of equal opportunity for all alike.
This is the American City, where 
the illustrations of good living 
should achieve perfection.

In the next fifty years, the social 
implications of our time and the 
possibilities of the good life will 
continue to develop along the de
centralizing trends we now see in 
evidence. “The City" will be a grown to 
region, loosely knit as to both liv- use by zoning methods; they need 
ing and commercial communities, to become stronger when applied, 
with less and less multi-family especially to the fringes of the city, 
dwellings and more life lived in Washington, just as is every other 
the open. Perhaps the greatest city, is being spoiled by the un
esthetic gain in our times has been planned spread of new population, 
the appreciation of large-scale In most cases they are now visible

landscape development—^parkways, 
parks, playgrounds, and a growing 
understanding of the beauty of 

flowers.
And, if I may digress, speaking just cleverness, a 

of landscaping, in the next fifty tricks. I question some of my
years I hope that some one will leagues' admiration of Rio, for
have the courage to rescue the Lin- example; so much of the modern 
coin Memorial from the nasty lush stuff is fit only for the I.B.M. 
planting around the podium of the machines which I have indicated 
structure. It certainly has been may possibly replace the clerical 
spoiled, smothered in richness—the world in which we now live, and
greatest and worst example of which replaced the craftsman’s 
foundation planting, that esthetic work we left behind in the early

nineteenth century. We have, in 
the western hemisphere especially, 
swapped the advantages of ample 
land for a vertical transportation 

which has been swal-

region
borders. The recent growths 
less controlled will spoil every ap
proach to the city. It is in the re
gional aspects of this city espe
cially that there is the greatest 
need for planning and control. 

Throughout the nation we have 
accept the control of land

un-

as future slums.
I have visited most of the famous 

capitals of the world and found no 
real philosophy of urban living— 

few architectural 
col-

curse of our time.

To return to the open city now 
developing, Washington, like every 
other in this country, needs des- system—one 
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lowed whole in a gulp, and 
economic solution.

Our ofEce recently made 
cost-analysis study of how

in the past, a pleasance rather than 
the site of a housing privilege for 

a seri* a very few. The region of Wash
ington is unique in having a river 

house most economically a certain whose banks still have a natural 
office force. We found, leaving beauty. Most of the famous bays 
land costs out of consideration, as- of the world—as at Rio, as at San 
suming the same services obtaining Francisco—have 
in whatever structure 
build—i. e

as an

ous to

been spoiled by 
we might wretched architecture; at Rio by 

., good artificial lighting badly designed 
(an absolute rfiust) regardless of 
the exterior glass . 
ditioning, etc., that 
building
stairways were the 
cheapest

apartment build
ings—that is from an urban de

area; air con- Here at Washington 
a magnificent opportunity 
recognized and fostered into a fine 
tribute to the need of

sign sense.
a two-story 

30% cheaper, that waswas
easiest and nature m our 

cities. The Capital should haveway to move peak loads 
of work population. I will 
tee that the factors

more such parks, as an example of 
not readily what urban beauty may be. To me 

measured, i. e., open planning on one of the finest examples of
land with grass and trees instead Capital landscape scale is the great
of on hot pavements, will show a oval in back of the White House, 
further saving in the maintenance I said I have seen most of the 
coste of cooling, in finer working 
conditions, in better W'ork results.

Granting that we gain in wis
dom, it seems natural that we will 
seek comfort far from the centers 
of the hot pavements, the hot 
buildings, erected with great den
sities of population—and gain in

guaran-

great capitals. Very few, 
Washington and Paris, have the 
great scale symbolic of

except

a great 
I prefer Pennsylvaniacountry.

Avenue to the Red Square. I pre
fer a traffic bottleneck to a parade 
ground.

Bad as it is, Washington still 
has its points.economy likewise.

Washington, the Capital, fifty 
years from now, may be several 
cities—should indeed be several 
cities—but whether it is or not, it 
should consider the river as it has

However, good or bad, the city 
of the future is going to be so wide
spread as not to be recognized 
a city form. as

I foresee, if for a
moment I may assume a “gula-
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“No, Bill; what can I do for you?” 
“Well, Jim, go down to Cut A; 
Joe’s in trouble, needs your equip- 

On the way,

gula, hocus-pocus” attitude, people 
living and working in low build
ings among great trees—wide areas 
of green rather than black-top or 
concrete.
scraper idea in deserved disrepute. 
I see new ghettos which house, 
however, only the robots. Humans 
have learned to live.

Bill.ment.
“Thank you, Jim. ‘O. K. Bill,I see the whole sky-
we’ll hx it.”

If Washington is to live fifty 
years from now, it has got to call 
to the people of a free republic 

'That you,and get an answer.
Bill?” “O. K. we’ll fix it”, on theI visited a great copper mine re

cently and I overheard several con
versations over the short-wave 
radio just like this: “Calling
C-14”; “C-14 calling—that you 
B'll?” “Yes, Jim. Busy nowr

level of free responsible citizen
ship. Otherwise, Washington fifty 
years from now will be a relatively 
small place with a guarded wall 
about it.

The British Look at Our Building 
By Frederick Gutheim

It is not often that such a measured 
and well-rounded appraisal of a

OF THE most comprehen- 
surveys of the American 

building industry has recently been 
made by a group of British build- 

technicians, including archi
tects, engineers, builders and rep
resentatives of building trades. 
Both the facts gathered by the 16- 
man team, and their conclusions, 
although intended principally to 
stimulate interest in Great Britain, 
will be of value and interest to 
those concerned with any part of 
the building industry. To archi
tects it will have a specific value.

sive key industry is made. The survey, 
reflecting conditions in the sum- 

of 1949 when the group visitedmer
here, was published recently by 
the Anglo-American Council on 
Productivity as an 80-page illus
trated report and is available from 
the Council’s American office, 2 
Park Avenue, New York City.

The building group’s American 
tour, in which they visited projects 
in a dozen states during six weeks, 
left no doubt that major accom-

ing
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plishments in building productiv
ity were to be found in the United 
States.

to the building trades and the con
tractors, is making a great indi- 

Still, they found little vidual effort. Everyone shares the 
that was absolutely new to them, 
and their report tends to

“consciousness of forming part of a 
well-organized team, moving at 

on the “why” of American high speed.” What makes for great 
productivity rather than the “how’ 
of it. American builders get 
suits, the report finds, because they 
pre-plan their work, because

concen
trate

individual efforts is the problem.
From this rather compressed 

summary of the survey team’s offi
cial report it is obvious that, far 
from being a superficial impression, 
here is a document that penetrates 
beneath the surface to the dynamics 
of our still too-little-understood 
industry.

The purely architectural 
tions of the report are the work of 
Michael T. Waterhouse, 
dent of the Royal Institute of Brit
ish Architects, the first of his posi
tion to visit the United States dur
ing his term of office, and Robert 
H. Matthew, architect to the Lon
don County Council. They 
chosen, one from the field of pri
vate practice, and one from the 

a way to explain public service. Their observations 
why the American builder has an are distinguished by a high degree 
incentive to use tools and methods of realism, and concentrate upon 
the British builder may know about the working details of architectural 
but has no incentive to employ.

re-

con
tractors and subs work together 
effectively, because men and 
terials are readily available, and 
because machinery big and little 
is applied to the building job.

In back of the building site, 
the group found other explanations 
for productivity in research both 
into building materials and tech
niques, and “the nation-wide stimu
lus of the American industrial cli-

ma-

sec-

presi-

raate, which has a great effect on 
the output of every individual, and 
which is shared by all the 
bers of the building industry. 
In this last finding, the 
thinks it found

mem- were

group

practice—the types of drawings 
In the last analysis, the report and specifications prepared, meth- 

concludes, the Americans build ods of tendering, fees and
and faster because everybody rendered for varying sorts of work, 

throughout the building industry, 
from the architect and the

services
more

relations with clients and contrac
tors, as well as design.owner
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of the architect working on an in- 
As long

In a speech before the R.I.B.A. 
last winter, printed in the Journal dividual building job.

the architect is forced to workof the Royal Institute of British 
Architects for November 1949, 
Mr. Waterhouse paid a charac
teristic compliment to the Ameri
can architectural profession. He

as
and plan in relation to a building 

isolated and purely individualas an
problem, unrelated to similar prob
lems going on all over the country, 

long will costs remain high and 
long will we neglect our

spoke of their “reputation for keen 
business efficiency and complete 
‘know-how’ of their job. Their great potential development.’’ He

found reason for optimism, how-

so
ownso

salesmanship of this is good and is 
backed by results. 1 would say 
that their advice and opinion is ac- program,

without question the thorities in this country are be

ever, in Britain’s school building 
where “the great au-

cepted ... as
best professional service available.” ginning to show some appreciation

of what can be done to link upIn a more recent meeting in the
scientific research, industrial pro-Kingsway Hall in London in June 

1950, reported in the Journal of duction and building.”
In the United States, accordingthe R.I.B.A. for July, with the 

British Minister of Works in the 
chair, the findings of the Building sets the pace

building jobs.

Mr. Matthew, the architect 
for fast-moving 
“To keep the

to

Industry Productivity Team were 
discussed further. Mr. Matthew pace in face of strong competi- 
gave the major talk on the archi
tectural aspects of the survey, re
emphasizing, “The speed and effi
ciency of a particular job is related 
not only to the individual archi
tect’s skill, the contractor’s organ
ization, and the output of the op
erative, but, inevitably to the gen
eral background within which the

the American architect’stion,
office must be an efficient busi
ness organization, and his re
lationship with his client will 
normally be on a very business
like footing. In other words, he 
realizes that most buildings must
be economic propositions, and from 
the time he takes on a commission

Thishe proceeds on that basis.industry is w’orking.
In this broader context, Mr. insistence on the architect as a

good manager reflects directly in 
the way in which he prepares his

Matthew emphasized the impor
tance of recognizing the limitations
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design and his documents for 
tender. As there are no bills of 
quantities in the American 
tern, the architect is obliged to 
show every detail on 
and to cover every operation fully 
in his specifications. In consequence, 
the sets of drawings prepared for 
the average job—and I repeat—the 
average job—are a model, as far 
as completeness and definition 
concerned."

Mr. Matthew then explained 
that several sets of drawings had 
been brought back to England and 
are deposited in the library of the 
R.I.B.A.

He paid the highest tribute 
the teamwork of American build
ers, saying, “Every one of the 
team visiting almost every job in

the States, was impressed by the 
attitude of the architect and engi
neer to the contractor, of the con
tractor to the sub-contractor, of 
the supervisor to the men. This, 
I suppose, is part of the American 
way of life, and it is an aspect 
which I profoundly respect.

“We have our own way here, 
and a hundred visits to the States 
will not alter that. But, if every 
architect, every contractor, and 
operative, could come to see, in 
some small measure, beyond the 
confines of his particular interest, 
and come to realize the interest of 
the building team as a whole, to 
put it at its very lowest, we should 
have added a factor of efficiency to 
the industry of the very greatest 
value.”

sys-

his drawings

are

to

What Is BRAB, and Why?
By William H. Scheick

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, BUILDING RESEARCH AND ADVISORY BOARD

Y
our editor asks me to 
straighten out the architects 
in their idea of what BRAB is 

and what it is doing. For at least 
two reasons, I think it ought to 
be easier to explain BRAB to archi
tects than anyone else: (a) BRAB 
is founded on an idea, and archi
tects are idea men; (b) BRAB

stands for coordination in building 
research, and architects practise 
coordination of building technol
ogy*

The only handicap with archi
tects on this subject is the fact 
that it deals with research, and 
architects collectively don’t 
to be research-minded.

seem
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iems related to the technologies 
and humanities involved in building 
design and construction which are 
suitable for serious research by 
specialists in each field.

BRAB is first explained by 
plaining the idea behind it, and 
that is expressed simply by the 
words “the stimulation and cor
relation of building research.”
This gets complicated immediately little more imagination 
by the necessity to explain the term predict that such research will be 
building research, which means most beneficial to building if the 
something different to every tech- many separate programs of ex- 
nical specialist, if it means any- periments are correlated in the

ex-

With a
, he can

that existing knowledgesame way 
is correlated in the creation of athing at all.

Research presently means some- 
definite in the field of building.

All of this presumes, of course, 
that research is considered worth
while. That assumption is rapidly 
becoming a fact, with many more 
dollars going into building re
search than ever before, and a 
significant housing research pro
gram getting underway by the 

The men who

thing very
heating and air conditioning.

something very definite 
the manufacturer who is 

tinually trying to produce a better 
building product. Outside of these 
fields we have a hard time trying 

define research, and harder yet 
find examples to which to point. 

Some home economists and de- 
have done serious study on

It

means
con-to

to
to Government, 

founded BRAB are among those 
who believe research can be valu
able for building. They

of the inter-relation of ail

signerskitchen planning—and this is a 
sample of a line of experimentation 
that could be applied to the plan-

Some

are also

awarebuilding problems and hence the 
desirability for the inter-relation 
of all building research.

Perhaps this explains the “stimu
lation and correlation of building

ning of any enclosed space, 
architects and engineers 
worked on principles of modular- 
engincered construction of small 
houses that could be applied to the

of any

have

research.”
But, so far, this does not explain 

what BRAB is. Physically, BRAB 
presently consists of about thirty 

who are members of the

design and engineering 

structure.
With the exercise of a little 

architect can be-imagination, any
gin to define a whole chain of prob- men
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Board, an Executive Director, em- will be practised on an annual 
ployed to operate the office for basis, with a portion of the mem- 
BRAB, and his staff, consisting bership being replaced each 
presently of an assistant and two 
stenographers.

year.The financial support of BRAB 
presently comes from contributions 

BRAB is a part of the Division from the building industry. The 
of Engineering and Industrial Re- Construction Industry Advisory 
search of the National Research Council, sponsored by the U. S. 
Council, which, in turn, is the Chamber of Commerce, conducted 
operating arm of the National the first campaign for such funds 
Academy of Sciences. The founders in 1948-49. A committee of the 
of BRAB were glad to have it or- Board 
ganized in the National Research 
Council, because the Council and 
the Academy together form an in
dependent, 
entific agency.
BRAB

now cooperates with the 
CIAC to augment the support to
ward a goal of $100,000 
for a five-year program.

As a part of the National Re
search Council, BRAB can also 
perform services under contracts 
with

per year

non-government,
In this position 

can render objective, ir_. 
partial services to

sci-

im-
any research

organization or combination of 
search organizations in the 
fessions, industry, educational i 
stitutions or government.

The members of BRAB

government agencies. Last
re- year, a survey of modular coordina

tion was made by BRAB under a 
contract with HHFA, and work 
is now beginning on a survey of 

are se- housing research for the same 
lected by the National Research agency. Government contracts en- 
Council, always, of course, on the large the 
basis of broad inquiry. Members 
are selected for their qualifications 
as individuals and not as the “ 
resentatives” of organizations, al
though the members of the board

pro
m-

scope of activity by 
BRAB, but they do not provide 
permanent means for fulfillment of 

rep- the general program.
One question seems to remain— 

what does BRAB do? The ob- 
are selected to represent the view- jectives originally laid out for 
points of as many segments of the 
building industry and the related 
professions and fields of sciences as 
possible. Rotation of memberships

BRAB included a great deal of 
survey work to determine what is 
being done in building research, 
what needs to be done, and how
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4 To encourage government 
agencies to avail themselves 
of the advisory services of
BRAB.

5 To stimulate coordinated field 
trials of research results.

get needed work done. They 
included publication by BRAB, 
and conferences to bring together 
technologists and scientists for 
face-to-face discussion of building 
problems. The whole program, 
when activated would call for 
technical aides, field men, editorial 
and clerical personnel, much along 
the lines of the long-established 
Highway Research Board of the 
National Research Council, which 
has accomplished so much in the 
correlation of highway research.

BRAB began this year with a 
very small staff, just as the High- 

Research Board did twenty-

to

6 To develop a suitable pro
of publication and in-gram 

formation.

Many of the things done by 
BRAB during (his first year are 

BRAB is workingintangibles, 
with an idea that persists in re
maining intangible to many people 
in the building industry.

Progress in building research 
still depends in a large measure 

the acceptance of responsi-

way
nine years ago. Consequently, the 
Board and the Executive Director 
have set their sights upon pre
liminary and fundamental accom
plishments to lay the groundwork 
for larger-scale operations later. 
Six points were outlined for the 
initial program in October, 1949:

upon
hility for research by some of the 
professions which have felt no re
sponsibility for it before, 
architects and the builders are two 
of these professions. Through 
BRAB, its conferences, and its 
everyday dealings the leaders of 
thought in many fields of building 
science are beginning to come to 

idea which may mean much to 
future building—the stimulation 
and correlation of building re-

The

1 To conduct a survey of prob
lems of the building industry.

2 To conduct research correla
tion conferences and forums.

3 To begin a continuing ana
lytical classification of build
ing research.

an

search.
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The New Capital of the Punjab
By Albert Mayer

Address before ConTention Symposium I, “Urban and Regional 
Planning,” Washington, D. C-, May 10, 1950

WILL TRY today to make a vivid 
enough statement to give you 

some idea of what is proving noth
ing less than an exciting adventure.
For in planning and designing a 
large, entirely new' city, we are 
able to give living actuality to all 
those creative elements in city 
planning and civic design which 
have been discovered and talked 
about and hoped about for the last 
generation, but which no one has 
had the luck to be called 
apply.

What is even more of an adven- i 
ture is that you start with a pretty 
clear conceptual picture, but, 
with any other creative

I granted; you are on uncharted 
ground; you’ve got to test 
thing out; you have to be really 
sure of what you are doing.

One other element I feel is im-

every-

portant to bring out here. This 
work for the Punjab Capital 
well as

. as
the Rural Development 

work I have been doing in India, 
though the conditions are radically 
different and more primitive than 
ours—due to the very fact that 

beginning at the beginning 
to speak—this work and this think-

we
upon to are so

mg cast a remarkable light 
own work here, illumine and clar
ify it, make us aware of the 
basis of things which over here 
so heavily overlaid with vested 
achievement that we don’t recog- 

create and obtrude themselves out nize them. I have learned from 
of what you have done; changing, those in other fields that they have 
giving different direction, re-mold- had this same experience. The 
ing the original concept. Another classic case of this is in anthro-
thing is that when you are trying pology, which when I 
to create something that really ap
plies what we have talked about

on our

as very
experience, 

your own work as it develops, 
unexpected situations

arein
seem to

was in col
lege dealt with primitive Central 
Americans, Samoans, Fiji Island
ers, but whose discoveries in those

so
much, but which has at best been 
done in a limited way in Radburn. 
the Greenbelt Towns, Baldwin 
Hills, you can’t take anything for

remote areas and civilizations 
now applied with new insight to 
examination of ourselves. Thus,

are
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New Capital City. Punjab, India: A typical combination 
of three neighborhood super-blocks, for 3500 fa?nilies 
Meiyry is fi'hittlcscy, ardutccis and engineers ournal
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blocks. The plotPlans of typical iriddle-incomePunjab 3_-i^ acre2—^ acre,numbers indicate: 1—H acre



Plans of typical upper-income blocks. The plotnumbers indicate: 1_ acres, 2—1 3—I/,acre,t.ournal
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by piling complicated ingenious 
of each other, stillif President Truman’s Point 4 ever 

will find we are not means on top 
further burying the ultimate causes 

I need only call
eventuates, we
entirely on the giving and instruct
ing end, but that if we are sensitive — .shall get as good as we give. your attention to the futility of our

describe some details, super-highways and our 3-leveI
which never for more

and objectives.

we
I expect to 

to give some figures, to show some 
illustrations. These in planning are 
often considered as of the essence 
itself, but I hope to put them in 
their context, I hope to enhance 
them by showing how they imple
ment the main objectives, how they 

the flowering of those

crossings, than a short time catch up with 
themselves. You all know of our 
handsome parkways in the New 
York region. What you may not 
know is that various organizations

howhave published directions
avoid them because they are 

overcrowded. These detours are 
old inferior

on

toreallyare
main purposes.The distinction I am trying to of course the poor 
make here is more important than roads they replaced.

think. In a modern ad- In planning de novo as we are 
in the U. S. A. if doing in India, we are free to

rrounded by formulate ideas and objectives as 
clearly and boldly as our creative 

We call in facts 
find we need

you may 
vanced country
you lik
vested achievement, by so

and figures and well-devel- spirit permits.
oped techniques, so many highly and techniques as 
developed technical means of one them, and in sequence 
kind or another, that we are al- veloping thought and study—but 

able to shake ourselves they are simply handy tools; they
from them, not able to put do not clutter up our thinking.

So, first of all, I will state the
objectives. I will tell you the kind 
of city we want to create.

But even before that, I want to 
tell you the kind of team we have 
built up to do it. When I first got 
this job, I felt pretty comfortably 

office could handle it, with 
specialized advice

we are so su
many

facts we
with our de-

most never
loose
them out of the way while we con
centrate on ends and objectives, 
not able to consider calmly and 
think completely through. We 

really only improve.can in a senseWe cannot re-shape things entire 
the heart’s de-and mold them to 

sire. And if we are not very care- 
further confused

that our 
some on various

ful, we even get
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features. Then I thought No; we who knows much more than land- 
have an unprecedented opportunity scaping. All our significant con- 
and responsibility not only to India ferences 
but to the world for were attended by every

body working at every level of the 
project. I think they gained a good 
deal, and they often made useful 
contributions. Now to get back to 
the subject, what kind of city are 
we trying to create?

In the first place,

generations to 
come. We owe it to the situation 
to draw in other significant people. 
Maybe they can contribute some
thing, maybe they can’t, but it’s 
a kind of insurance policy 
surance that

an as-
we will have not only 

done the best we can, but the best 
that Qur generation

we want to
create a beautiful city. It 
sound peculiar, it may sound 
necessary to mention this to a 
gathering of distinguished Ameri
can architects. I don’t think 
two

maycan. So 
got a small team together. Each 
of us has some developed specialty, 
but each of

we
un-

US has enough spill- 
into all aspects so that 

has failed to be heard
so, for

In the first place, 
since the City Beautiful 
was thrown out fifty years 
the functionalists and the 
gists took over, the

over no one reasons.on practically 
every aspect. So that it would be 
hard to tell just who has 
tributed what.

concept 
ago, and 
socfolo-con-

It is an excep
tionally gifted and sensitive team. 
There are of course my partners, 
Julian Whittlesy and Milton 

Clarence Stein you all 
know, an all-round expert and 
spiritual force. Jim Buckley, who 
understands city economics and 
transportation, and most other 
things also. Ralph Eberlin, whose 
quick and incisive mind goes far 
beyond utilities and roads and site 
engineering. Matthew Nowichi,* 
who has

concept of alarge and compelling and bea. 
unity has not been enriched 
these i

utiful
by

important later additionalGlass.
and integral concepts, but has 
rather been replaced. There is no 
conflict or replacement. We have 
not ignored these factors; we hope 
we have creatively fused them 
we are

but
unabashedly seeking beauty. 

My second reason for. mentioning thi:, can be explained in this 
way. Can anybody who has studied 
our proposed new civic centers here 

uch as for example Foley Square 
in New York,

a rare architectural talent 
and lightning mind. Clara Coffey,

* Killed in the 
near Cairo—Ed.

the Chicago Civic 
Center, seriously claim that thev

recent airplane crash or
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capital city as modern self-con
fident Indians would if there were 

Note the word self

have an abiding harmony or sense 
of scale or of humanity ? We have 
had so little opportunity to design such a group, 
in the great scale of the great city 
builders, that we simply must go 
to school again. We have turned 

of the great exemplars— 
the Concorde in Paris, the

confident. I honestly believe we 
can not only do a more viable job, 
but a more Indian job than they
could, because I think we can 

ally enter into their spirit, and 
because practically all of the for
ward-looking Indians have been 
educated in, and dazzled by, the 
Western world, so that for a con
siderable time to come they will be

to some
reto

Piazza San Marco, St. Peter’s, and 
studied and re-studied them to ex
tract the essence.

Our second basic purpose is to
create a sense of pride in the citi-

not only in this his own city, doing Western w^ork, be lacking
the self-understanding and self-zen;

but in India, its past and its po
tential imminent future. For the confidence needed. Note we are

not thinking in terms of IndianIndian today is a frustrated man.
When his independence came, it archaeology, but of modern India.

What are our other basic con-poisoned by partition intowas
India and Pakistan. The economic cepts? Well, the first, before we 

touch the city plant as a whole, is 
the basic cell or unit—the neigh
borhood. We first had to explore 
that; what it should be like, what 
should be in it, what kind of life 
should be lived there, what its size

and social betterment which all ex
pected in good faith is much slower 
in developing than expected. We 

seeking symbols, to restore 
create pride and confidence in

orare
to
himself and in his country.

We are seeking to build a city should be, what the implications
idiom, not the city of of that size were—whether its di-

such that a whole
not in our 
bold-winged engineering and canti
levers, which India’s developed re
sources do not justify, but a city in 
the Indian idiom fused with our 

simplicity and functional hon
esty. Frankly we are trying not so 
much to express ourselves or ob
trude ourselves, but to develop this

mensions were 
busy city's traffic could be created 
around and between them. A
couple of points may be mentioned 
here: However useful the neigh
borhood concept is here, it is more 
valid in India, where most people 

still villagers and small-com-

own

are
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munity people at heart, and fairly 
recently by origin. The nature of 
the neighborhood is intimate, the 
shopping center preserves and en
courages, as far as we can in a rea-

neighborhood, and no heavy auto
mobile traffic of the through-road 
variety in the roads between the 
three blocks. Heavy traffic and 
bus-routes surround the 3-block 
district.sonably orderly way do so, the 

marvelous excitement and gaiety of
the bazaar, the people in their these living units and district 
sociable pre-occupation with shop
ping and visiting undisturbed by 
traffic.

So we build up the town from

trilogies. We did not plan down 
to them, but up from them.

Our bounding roads are wide, 
wdth parallel local or service roads, 
making in all a very wide right- 
of-way. But w'e hope we have 
avoided the over-scale sterility and 
stiltedness of Delhi, the 
monumentality of Washington, to 
say nothing of the traffic complica
tions caused by its basic rectilinear

Our neighborhood super-block 
of 1000 families or so, is one ele
ment in a 3-bIock unity, the center 
of which is the real heart of a small 
town of 3500 families, with a town 
square, local public buildings, 
health center, meeting hall—very 
much the same as the market 
square of the medieval European 
town.
functions are much the same—

over-

pattern and its superimposed diag-
The is that the onal pattern.reason

What we hope all this adds upmeeting, gossiping, shopping, listen- to is a city of satisfactory inter- 
ing to speeches. Each should have relationships, and satisfactory i 
the pool whose reflecting beauty dividual lives and 
and sense of coolness are such a

in-
moments; a 

framework which will take account 
of groups of people in their corpo
rate activity, whether in industry, 
in school, in political meetings, in 
buses, at home; and of the indi

heavenly gift in the Eastern tropics.
1 haven’t said much about traf

fic yet, though I will later, but 
just this: We believe traffic will 
be the well-designed incidental fac
tor that it should be, not the all- 
pervasive, ubiquitous monster as 
we know it. There is, generally 
speaking, no appreciable auto
mobile traffic loithin the basic which must be counteracted by

vidual’s need for serenity, for aloof
ness sometimes, for facing himself. 
We want an essentially peaceful 
city, not one where complications 
and nervous tensions are created
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other, remedial complications. We habits should be respected and fos- 
are trying to create a city as simple tered and sublimated.

possible, where the inter-ar- We wish, though it may be too 
rangement of parts and functions unattainable a goal, to give so large
minimize the need for fancy grade a city planned at one time a varied
separations, though we will need a feeling, to produce a city which in
few of these. different parts produces differential

And we want to provide a loose- effects within one overriding idiom
and tolerance in the plan to —and note that what I have called

the looseness and tolerance pre
fer future needs where

as

nessallow for a future that can never 
be entirely imagined from the past 

the present. That is why we are 
bothered by the lack of

vide areas
future architects and architecture 

develop, so that it is not a 
The problem static town architecturally.

We are trying to give the in
habitant and the visitor elements 
of serenity and of excitement, of 

and of splendor, of 
but not of overwhelming

or maynot too
elaborate statistics, 
here is to make such allowance, but
not to overdo it. 
we might be providing a fine city 
for 50 years from now, but a moth- 
eaten city for, say, the first 20

For in that case

homeliness
greatness

years. greatness.We are feeling our way toward
We are trying to create a city this kind of creation. It may be, 

where the various kinds of people as opportunities grow, as they cer- 
with their various habits and meth- tainly will in the “backward" 
ods find themselves at home. We areas, and as they filter upward 
hope we have insight enough to into our own more advanced area, 
estimate and sense how far we can as we open our minds and crea- 
and should encourage changes in tive spirits into this realm of 
habits to create better city living, thought and challenge, others will 
and how far certain traditions and succeed in greater measure.

from the Educational Field
Metropolitan Chapter, 
versity’s Resident Architect. 

M.I.T. has been given the job,

News
the Uni-asBoston University announces 

the appointment of Robert L. Mac- 
neil, formerly of the Washington-
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under the H.H.F.A. Housing Re- Department of Architecture 
search Program, of studying the Pennsylvania State College, is the 
cost-reduction advantages of vari- 1950 winner of the 46th 
ous types of house-producing 
ganizations, from the small builder 
of ten houses

of

competition for the John Stewardson Me
morial Prize Scholarship in Archi
tecture.

or-

a year to the factory- 
produced and dealer-erected 
tem.

Edmund Bradford Tazewell, 
Jr., of Norfolk, Va., was named as 
the first holder of the Alfred F. 
Schenck Memorial Scholarship in 
Architecture. Mr. Tazewell is a 

on what candidate for the Master’s Degree 
as a guide in June 1951. 

to architects in planning housing 
developments.

sys-

University of Illinois has 
been given a part in the H.H.F.A. 
Housing Research Program. Their 
job is to gather data 
families need in houses,

This scholarship 
was established last year through 
a bequest under the will of Alfred 
F. Schenck, a graduate of the De
partment of Architecture in 1900.

University of Texas: The 
School of Architecture, at present 
under the College of Engineering,
in which it has long been a depart- Georgia Institute of Tech- 
ment, will become an autonomous nology has entered into an ... 
school of architecture as soon as change scholarship plan with Stutt- 
a new director has been appointed, gart Institute of Technology, Ger- 

University of Pennsylvania many, by which each school will 
announces the award of two schol- send a student to the other and 
arships: allow these students credits

John W. Long, graduate of the work on both sides of the

ex-

for
water.

Calendar
October 1-November 1: First 

Annual Exhibition of the Society 
of Contemporary Designers, Cali
fornia State Exposition Building, 
Los Angeles, Calif. For further 
details as to entries, address the 
Society at 914)4 South Alvarado, 
Los Angeles 6.

October 12-13: Annual Con
vention of the Architects Society 
of Ohio, Commodore Perry Hotel, 
Toledo, Ohio. The Toledo Chap
ter, A.I.A. is acting as host.

October 13-14: Annual Conven
tion of the Central States District, 
Joslyn Memorial Art Museum,
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November 27-December 2: 19th 
National Exposition of Power and 
Mechanical Engineering, Grand 
Central Palace, New York, N. Y., 
under auspices of the American 
Society of Mechanical Engineers.

January 21-25, 1951'. 7th An
nual Convention and Exposition of 
the National Association of Home 
Builders, Stevens and Congress 
Hotels, Chicago, III.

October 24-26: Regional meet- January 29-31, 1951: Annual 
ing of the American Concrete In- meeting, Society of Architectural 
stitute, Mayflower Hotel, Wash- Historians, Statler Hotel, Wash
ington, D. C. ington, D. C.

November 2-3: 11th Annual September, 1951: Congress 
Convention of the Texas Society Building Research, to be held dur- 
of Architects. Baker Hotel, Dallas, ing the Festival of Britain, Lon- 

November 2-4: Annual Conven- don, with the purpose of reviewing
tion of the N. Y. State Associa- the progress made in research in
tion of Arciiitects, Syracuse, N. Y. relation to architecture, building, 

November 9-11: Annual Con- and associated branches of civil 
vention of the Louisiana Architects engineering. Those interested in 
Association and Annual Meeting having further details may address 
of Chapter Officers of Gulf States The Organising Secretary, Build- 
District, New Orleans, La. ing Research Station, Bucknalls

November 21: Building Re- Lane, Garston, Watford, Herts, 
search Advisory Board research England, 
correlation conference on "Fire November 14-28, 1951: Build- 
Resistance of Exterior Non-Load- ing Exhibition, Olympia, London.

National Acad- For further details address the 
Managing Director, 4 Vernon 
Place, London, W. C. 1.

The NebraskaOmaha, Neb.
Chapter will be host.

October 16-19: 17th Annual 
Meeting of the National Associa
tion of Housing Officials, Hotel 
Statler, Detroit, Mich.

October 20: National Noise 
Abatement Symposium, Armour 
Research Foundation, Illinois In- 

of Technology, Chicago,stitute
III.

on

Bearing Walls, 
emy of Sciences, Washington, D. 
C. (Postponed from Sept. 26.)

Honors
N. Y. Mr. Peets, landscape archi- 

replaces Frederick V. Mur-
President Truman recently ap- 

the Com- tect.pointed to membership on
mission of Fine Arts Elbert phy, f.a.i.a., whose term had ex-
Peets of Washington and George pired, and Mr. Biddle replaces

Croton-on-Hudson, Maurice Sterne, representing the
Biddle of
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painters. The Commission i 
fully reorganized, and David E. 
Finley, Director of the National 
Gallery of Art, has been elected 
Chairman.

tion of “the most beautiful piece 
of architecture, building 
raent, completed in Boston since 
last year.” This building is the 
John Hancock Mutual Life In
surance Building.

is now
or monu-

The Boston Society of Archi
tects, entrusted with the award of 
the Harleston Parker Medal, has

George Fred Keck of Chicago 
has been given the honorary de- 

cited the firm of Cram & Fergu- gree of Doctor of Fine Arts by 
SON for the 1950 medal in recogni- Lawrence College.

Color Problems of the Architect
By Waldron Faulkner

Adapted from a paper by the author read before the annual 
meeting of the Inter-Society Color Council in New York, 

March 8, 1950

F
or many years architects have 
been color-blind.

tween them. From prehistoric days 
down to modern times they 
to have been inseparable.

Wood and masonry materials, 
with their limited range of color, 
have been used through the 
of recorded history and are still 
in use today, practically unchanged.

Artificial

At least, 
they have been blind to the im
portance of one of the essential 
ingredients of all recipes for good 
building design. Architecture has 
through the ages expressed itself in 
terms of Form, Line and Color. 
Of recent years Form and Line 
have carried the burden but Color 
has joined the ranks of the 
ployed—the Forgotten Man.

And yet I think no one will 
deny the importance of color in 
architecture. The further we look 
back into antiquity, the 
arc struck by the close alliance be

seem

ages

materials,ceramic
such as brick, terra-cotta and tile
were produced in more brilliant 
hues even in the days of the early 
Persians and Babylonians. The 
Byzantine period saw the develop
ment of glass in mosaic which 
appeared later in the form of 
stained glass of Gothic times. Paint

unem-

re-
more we
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was used before the days of civiliza
tion and has persisted in its use so 
generally that today the words 

are used al- 
synonymously, although they 

are quite different.
The relation of paint to architec

ture is so important that it merits 
more than passing attention. Pre
historic man used pigments to 
decorate the cave in which he 
sided. The Egyptians and Greeks 
used p«nints to enrich even the 
teriors of their temples. The 
Romans, on the other hand, 
to have restricted the use of paint 
largely to interiors, and depended 

marbles and other materials

interest in the use of color. Our 
own Colonial architecture, which 
in the days of Williamsburg 
ployed a wide range of colors, 
gradually gave way to white. Fi
nally when the President's House 
in Washington had its original 
stone walls painted, it became the 
White House. Color had disap
peared!

Now how did all this 
about? Why did the partnership 
between decorative painting and 
architecture which produced the 
Sistine Chapel gradually dissolve? 
Here was an example where the 
architecture was little more than 
coat of paint.
say in this instance that beauty 
only skin deep! Why did this 
eminently happy marriage result in 
divorce?

There are many answers to this 
m3'stery story. One is that dur
ing the Italian Renaissance the Age 
of the All-round Man

em-paint” and “color
most

re- come

ex-

seem

a
on One might trulyto
enliven the outside of their ambi
tious was

Romanesque 
buildings, however, are known to 
have had gaily painted exteriors. 
This idea persisted through Gothic 
times when, according to Viollet- 
le-duc, the facades of the cathe
drals, such as Amiens and Notre 
Dame in Paris, were gorgeously 
polychromed over large 
the days of the Italian Reniassance 
buildings were decorated both in
side and out by famous painters. 
From this point on we begin to see 
a decline in the use of painted 
decoration. Through the later 
Renaissance, including the Geor
gian Period, we see less and less

structures.

gave way 
to the Age of the Specialist. Until 
the days of Michelangelo the art
ist was architect, painter, sculptor 
and general handyman. All 
tive expressions were guided by the 
same spirit. Up to this time paint
ing wms either purely decorative to 
emphasize and to enrich architec
tural detail, or it took the form of 
the mural— the painting on the

areas. In

crea-
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life to all the arts—towall. With the discovery of per
spective, however, the painter be
came interested in new possibilities. 
He framed the mural, carried it out 
under his arm, and developed what 
is now known as the easel picture. 
From here on the architect and the 
painter were perhaps friends, but 
were no longer partners. From 
that time forward color and archi
tecture gradually parted company.

This was a gradual process and 
went on almost imperceptibly until 
the nineteenth century—the Age of 
Eclecticism. The architects of the 
Classic and Gothic revivals at
tempted to bring to life the glories 
of the past. Books of the period 

full of measured drawings of

given new 
architecture, painting, sculpture, 
music, literature and drama. This 

whim of fashion, but an iris no
resistible force that sweeps every
thing before it. Modern Art is 
here to stay—for a time at least. It 
brings with it a new point of view 
toward art, literature and science. 
Modern Architecture is deeply in
terested in science and engineering. 
It attempts to follow basic prin
ciples and not traditional rules. 
Here is an opportunity to bring 
color back to architecture—where 
it belongs—not so much by study
ing the use of color in antiquity but 
in examining what modern science 
has discovered.were

old buildings in black and white. 
Plaster casts were made of classical 
details. Even the photographs 
taken later on to recapture the 
forms of the past were also in black 
and white. In many instances the 
models used for current buildings

We all know the strides which 
has made in the field ofscience

color. Today color has become a 
science in itself. The field of color 
has in the last few’ years been or
ganized in such a way as to be of 
real value to the design professions. 
Although there is not the slightest 
intention on the part of the scien
tists to restrict the imagination or 
the intuition of the creative de
signer, yet it seems clear today that 
modern science can help him.

were antique monuments from 
which the paint has been washed 

without even realizing thataway,
the originals were once in brilliant 
color. When the dead past was 
disinterred it proved to be only a
white corpse!

All this was years ago, and a 
great new movement is taking place 
today. A universal change has

The point at which architects 
face the stern realities of color 
problems is in the selection and
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specification of building materials.
Many of these materials, whether 
natural or manufactured, have
colors which must be planned for When we come to painting the 
in the finished building. The exterior of a building, we are ex
natural materials, such as wood, tremely limited by the range of
stone, slate or marble, are relatively colors which are reasonably perma- 
restricted in their range of color, 
and this cannot be controlled ex
cept by selection.

With artificial materials, on the 
other hand, the color range is much 
wider and is more susceptible of 
control. Nevertheless, the selec
tion of manufactured materials is

specified. But here 
into difficulties with paints for 
terior use, for instance.

again we run
ex-

nent on exposure. In general there 
seem to be only about six or eight 
standard wall colors and 
fewer trim colors. They can be 
intermixed to some extent, but 
even then the range is far from 
lavish.

even

And finally we come to the prob
lem of developing a paint-and- 

He must do the best finish schedule by wffiich 
he can with what the market has

still a difficult part of the archi 
tect’s duties.

1-
we attempt

to carry out a color scheme in terms 
offer. He must work like a painter of specific paints. Assuming that 
who has a limited palette, 
choice is restricted to the colors theory of color harmony and i 
available, which, like railroad

to

His an architect is familiar with the
IS

fluent in developing a color scheme 
timetables, are subject to change by means of one of the recognized 
without notice. I realize that the color systems, how can he trans

late it easily into a paint schedule? 
I recognize the difficulties in-

widening of this color range may 
present many problems, but it may 
be one area in which the indus
trial designers can help us.

After the natural and manufac-

volved in reproducing a color-mix
ture system in terms of paint, and I 
take off my hat to the paint 
facturers and their consultants for 
what they have already done in 
setting up useful paint-mixture 
systems. However, I am still 
floored when I attempt to turn 
Ostwald “shadow series” into pig- 

with the other materials already ments. I am convinced that paint-

manu-[tured building products have been 
[selected, we come to the question 
[of specifying paints. Here w^e have 
a full range of colors under almost 
complete control. These can be 
selected to match or to harmonize an
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all classified according to themixture formulas for a large num
ber of chips, based on a standard 
color system, would be of immense 
value. This seems necessary be
cause the average house painter 
today seems unable to match 
samples readily and must be given 
detailed instructions as to how to 
mix his paints.

were
same color system. As time went 

and changes in the colors seemed 
desirable, the new colors would 
still be related by the same system. 
This may bring with it serious 
technical difficulties, which happily 
I know little about! However, if 
building products can be related in 
terms of dimension, it would seem

on

While we are on the subject, I possible to relate them also in terms
I am certain that thisof color, 

would be of great value to the 
architects and I feel that an orderly 

this would

•would like to look one step further 
to the day when all building prod
ucts can be classified as to color in

classification such asterms of one or more of the well- 
known color systems. If this could ultimately result in real benefits

to the manufacturers as well.
Many of you doubtless know of 

the Textile Color Card Associa-

be achieved, I can imagine a sys
tem of color coordination” in
which products of different kinds 
could be accurately related to each tion, which for over thirty-five

years has set up color standards 
be possible to develop a theoretical used by industrial and government
color scheme and to translate it groups not only in this country but

all over the world, reaching all the

other as to color. It would then

directly into a color schedule in 
which all the materials would be way from sewing-threads for the 

U. S. Army to the flag colors of 
the United Nations. It has de

harmoniously related.
The only thing the manufac- 

would have to do at first veloped a system of color coordina-turerswould be to give their present tion which has been used in the 
products a standard notation in
dicating their corresponding toler
ances and color ranges. Some of 
this has been done already.

manufacture of textiles and in
many other industries.

The British Color Council was
set up in England some years later 
and has performed a similar serv-

It
might not even be necessary for a 
while to change the colors of the ice for manufacturers in Great
existing products, as long as they Britain, with special reference to
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materials used in interior decora
tion.

make color cards and catalogu 
with colored reproductions of 
samples unnecessary. These 
expensive; the colors are difficult 
to reproduce and the reproductions 

rarely reliable interpretations 
of the products themselves.

On the other hand,

es
If the principle of color 

ordination can achieve such 
spicuous success as it has in the 
fields of textiles, interior decoration 
and of other manufactured prod
ucts, is there any reason to doubt 
that it could be extended to ad
vantage in the area of building 
terials?

co- are
con-

are

a new sys
tem of reproduction has recently 
become available which does matchma-
colors with great accuracy. The 
thickly deposited film gives a three- 
dimensional effect. Texture, glass, 

color of every building product mottle and marbleizing are repro- 
whose color must be accounted for duced with striking realism, 
in the finished building. The color 
range of any given product could 
be accurately shown, 
wide range is desirable, as in face

Such a program would assign a 
specific name or notation to each

Finally, if building products 
keyed to standard reference samples 
arranged in harmonious series, the 

brick which may vary all the way products could be selected to har- 
from pink to black in the

areOften

monize among themselves and with 
other materials classified in the

same
wall. These materials would then 
be related as to color in an orderly 
manner which would be easily 
understood.

This would make itsame way.
easier for the architect to 
different materials in harmonious

arrangeIf the standard 
adopted is in terms of a recognized 
color system in which surface color 
samples are made available, the 
building materials can then be 
selected and specified directly from

combinations.
The problems outlined in this 

paper are not fictitious but real, 
and any resemblance they may have 
to your own problems is not en- 

these chips. This might ultimately tirely coincidental.

They Say:
Jerry Finkelstein

Chairman, Nna York City Plan
ning Commission

Fortunately, there are ways m 
which substantial protection against 
the atomic bomb can be provided
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I am sufficiently ancient to have 
heard used in this room the words, 
“The Battle of the Styles, 
literature, I would say that style 
is the preoccupation of those who 
have nothing to say. Whether that

for many of those in greatest 
danger without delay and without 
undue expense, in view of the bene
fits to be derived. The structures 
known to be most resistant to the 
atomic bomb are reinforced con-

enclosures with slabs and is true of architecture I do not

In

Crete

walls of adequate thickness. Such know, 
structures if of sufficient size 
also excellently suited for the park
ing of cars in peacetime, 
signed to be placed under parks, age, and therefore, if you are to 

they already have been in a few produce good architecture, some
thing must first be done about us.

It seems doubtful whether even 
the good architect can do much 

than reflect the spirit of his

are

If de- more

asinstances in other cities, they can
provide the facilities 
for both parking of cars in peace- 

and for mass protection

so necessary
Walter Gropius

dinner in the{Speaking at 
Blackstone Hotel, Chicago, April
]7, J950)

time
against bombing in wartime.

In our universities, a student is
absorbed by studying music com

posed by others, poetry written by 
others, and architecture, painting 
and sculpture created by famous 
men of the past, that he rarely 
finds a chance to try his hand at 

or art of

I. C. Perrott
{Speaking of his iioeniy years at 
the press tables of the Architec
tural Association and the R.I.U.A.)

After all, commodity, firmness 
and delight are the qualities of a 
good speech.

Twenty years ago a building 
would be thrown on the screen 
here and greeted with rapturous 
applause. Ten years ago it would 
be received with awkward silence, 
while the audience made up their 
minds whether they were intended 
to applaud or laugh; today they 
are quite certain that they are 
meant to laugh.

so

making poetry, music 
his own invention.

Dr. Paul Siple
CI,IMATOLOOIST

RAPHER, U. S. ARMY GENERA!- STAFF 

(At the BRAB Conference on 
Weather and the Building Indus
try, January 1950)

The graduations of the Fahren
heit or Centigrade temperature

AND MILITARY GEOG-
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scales bear little relation to human 
comfort, for they really express 
only the expansive effect heat has 
upon mercury, alcohol, etc.

full swing, and it does it now on 
a very much broader front. This 
search—as you all know so well— 
has been many-phased, just as life 
itself has been many-phased. Some
times the search has been cautious, 
sometimes bold, sometimes erron
eous, sometimes tricky, sometimes 
too emotional or too technical. But 
on the whole the search has 
brought forth great gains in true 
form-expression, and in the right 
understanding of the meaning of 
architecture.

Eliei Saarinen
(From a message to the RJ.B.A., 
March 8, 1950, in lieu of coming 
to London to receive the Royal 
Gold Medal)

This search for a new architec
tural form has been going on al
ready during the long period of 
half a century. It still goes on in

Architects Read and Write
Letters from readers—discussion, argu- 
mentative, corrective, even vituperative

A Prescription Refilled?
By John S. Burrell, New York, N. Y.

wished to have a ring of self-suffi
cient communities around its urban 
centers.

Nearbv Munich had most of the 
attributes of the ideal city of the 
future. No slums, no beggars, 
ample parks, cultural and recrea
tional facilities (except those of an 
athletic nature) and excellent beer 
and music.

In this almost perfect state the 
combined English and American 
colony was very small. The only 
compatriots I remember were a 
then unknown young singer named 
Geraldine Farrar and the rector 
of the English Church who con
ducted Sunday services in a rented

1EWIS Mumford’s “Regional 
^ Planning and the Small 
Town,” reminds me of a year 

spent in an environment almost the 
counterpart of the one advocated 
in the thesis which the Editor of 
the Journal “ventures to hope is 
a prophesy in the process of ful
fillment.

The place was a suburb of 
Munich, and the time before the 
first World War. The town was 
separated from the city by a green- 
belt, in this case the Griinwald, 
and was “limited in area, limited 
in population and limited in den
sity” by an authority which, for 
military reasons, among others.
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music hall. This cleric collected 
money for a work of art to be 
hung as an altar piece, and then 
skipped town without paying the 
rent, leaving a very poor copy of 
a well-known picture. His aban
doned flock was secretly pleased 
that for once someone had out
witted the police who were for
ever checking all outlanders.

It seems that the foreign colony 
was small because only the Teu
tonic temperament could stomach 
so much authority, which like the 
Holy Ghost was everywhere. It 
came uninvited to a party lasting 
after eleven P. m. to check the 
permit. It ran the transportation, 
the opera, and said how much bock 
beer could be brewed. It also

dictated the suitability, style, height 
and bulk of all new buildings.

Compared to the German scene 
of the early nineteen hundreds, 
Mr. Mumford’s proposal of “some
thing like the Port Authority of 
New York-New Jersey” to solve 
the small town problem sounds 
innocuous, but it should give one
pause.

Admittedly something will have 
to be done about “Suburbia” to
ease its growing pains, and zoning 
on a regional basis or ultimately 
a control of the population flow 
may be necessary, but to one who 
in his youth was subjected to “Das 
Kultur” Mr. Mumford’s sugges
tion is looked upon with some mis- 

a chapter thought to havegiving 
been closed.

The Library Pool

By Francis P. Sullivan, f.a.i.a., Washington, D. C.

ITH REFERENCE tO the
articles fay Mr. Lewis Mum- 

ford regarding “Regional Plan
ning and the Small Town” I notice 
the descriptions that are given of 
a system in use in England where
by the borrower from a small town 
branch who cannot find the book 
he wants in his local library gets 
it from a pool.

Since the prophet is proverbially 
honored principally in regions re
mote from his residence, it should 
not perhaps be surprising that Mr.
Muraford goes so far for his illus
tration and ignores the fact that 
substantially the same system is in

use in the United States centering 
in the “Union Catalogue” of the 
Library of Congress, and that the 
American system, as a matter of 
fact, far antedates the English 
system.

It was proposed in 1897 and the 
first steps to bringing it into real
ity were taken around 1900, and 
it has been in full operation at 
least since 1927.

One curious feature of the 
American system is that the Union 
Catalogue contains a section de
voted to a card catalogue of the 
books in the British Museum, a 
convenience which the British li-

w
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brarians have stoutly refused to 
adopt so far for their own pur
pose.

May I besides make the com
ment that Mr. Mumford’s sugges
tions do not take into account the 
fact that besides the undoubted 
preference of the majority of people 
for living in a city, there are cer

tain branches of industry which 
cannot possibly be carried on in 
any other location. For instance, 
if you were to suggest to a New 
York stockbroker that it would be 
to his advantage to move to the 
San Bernardino Valley in Cali
fornia he would look at you with 
surprise and incredulity.

Lewis Mumford on Regional Planning 

By Charles Dana Loomis, Baltimore, Md.

N the July and August numbers But I am doubly disqualified by 
of the Journal can be found my inability to ingest the thesis 

the text of an address by Lewis that all wisdom, virtue and con- 
Mumford on the occasion of the structive beneficence rests in that 
1950 Convention. This composi- part of what F. P. A. used to 
tion is entitled “Regional Planning describe as the “so-called human 
and the Small Town.” A care- race” which has gotten onto the 
ful reading of this statement of voting lists since World War I. I 
goals and desires has stirred this realize that the mere fact that I 
unvouched-for individual to certain have been around observing mat- 
comments. ters with interest since Grover

I say unvouched-for, because in Cleveland’s day is two strikes on 
my observation anyone who ven- me right off. Having thoroughly 
tures to voice an opinion on what- discredited myself, I will return 
ever subject today is wasting his to my muttons, or whatever the 
time and talking to himself unless modern phrase is. 
he has, as one might say, checked Mr. Mumford’s thesis, when 
in with his union card or “national carefully decorticated from the 
handicap” to vouch for his compe- sugar sap and gums which envelope 
tence to speak. He must show re- the fiber, turns out to be a plea 
ceipts for the various accolades for the Welfare State as it will be 
from school and college, from pro- designed and operated by intelli- 
fessional school and professional so- gent and disinterested persons with- 
ciety, and, sine qua non, from the out taint of political, economic, 
publishing and advertising brother- religious, national or parochial 
hood which is really in charge of prejudices. So far as this mystified 
the printed word in America today.
Anathema maranatha, therefore, 
upon me for a start off.

I

observer has been able to discover, 
there have been only four leaders 
of men in all history who could at-
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horrid undesirable ways and bestial 
surroundings of the city slickers. 
He must be writing of some foreign 
people, English or French or Ger
man or Czech or perhaps Russian, 
because most of the people in the 
U. S. A. live in the “sticks,” in 
“tank towns” or “whistle stops,” 
and nearly all of them are in
capable of facing with equanimity 
the proposals made by Mr. Mum- 
ford. There is something pretty 

king about his suggestion that 
“culture” and “art” should be, as 
the British say, “laid on” like City 
water.

The frictions, the struggles, the 
frustrations of politics, of eco
nomics, of localisms, of religious 
and natural environment, and of 
that terrific human variety, are the 
things that make society, cultures, 
towns, languages, prisons, lunatic 
asylums; but too, the end product 
a rugged, hard-bitten and compe
tent people who know how to take 
care of themselves.

“The almost perfect State” 
even as visualized by Don Mar
quis of blessed memory, was not 
intended to produce anything but 
urbane and civilized jest.

It would be wonderful if the 
“sad young men” of today could 
take enough time off from their 
good deeds to inject occasional 
kindly laughter into their rather 
sardonic efforts to guide human 
life.

tempt to qualify for this class, and 
each of them has been disqualified 
by some part of posterity because 
of their “rightist” or “leftist” 
tendencies.

But even more interestingly, Mr. 
Mumford is apparently going to 
have to repopulate the world of 
which he speaks with people so 
thoroughly indoctrinated with 
equalitarianism, to use a nasty 
right-wing word, that they actually 
would be happy and content exist
ing in one of these “balanced” and 
equivalent towns; would be will
ing to give up the secret conviction 
that their way of living, their 
scenery, their dietary, their cloth
ing, their local accent, their hatred 
of alien “cultures,” wasn’t sounder, 

moral, more soul-satisfying

revo

morethan that of any “hick town 
Babylonian “sink of perdition.” 

They will have to be satisfied to 
have some brilliant (if alien) mind 

whether or not they can have a 
brick block off Main Street,

or
anv

say
newthe right to keep chickens, or an- 

prohibitions against their 
right to be naughty in a thousandnounce

ways.Mr. Mumford doesn’t seem to 
quite understand that the people of 
the “provinces” still love to go to 
the big city just to gape at the 
monstrosities, to get a thrill from 
change, and to get back home where 
they can tell about the wonders, 
but more particularly, about the
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The Editor’s Asides
If a client of yours thought 

so highly of the house you had de
signed for him as to

out the facts. Light, air and sound 
elements of design about which 

we should know a lot more. What 
happens to each of them when 
ceilings are 
When they are sloping? When the 
rooms

are
commission one

of the top painters to produce 
portrait of you that might be hung 
in a place of honor in that house— 
that would be

a our
8', 10', 12', 14' high?

news. Well, let us 
recall the fact that just such

variously oriented ? 
Variously daylighted with single, 

taken by Matthias grouped or continuous windows? 
Hammond when his Annapolis The Texas researchers are build- 
house, started in 1770, was finished, ing a 30' x 30' structure, mounted 
No less a painter than Peale was to rotate, with non-bearing outside 
commissioned, and the subject was walls that can be of any desired 
his architect, Matthew Buckland. fenestration pattern, and ceiling 
A rough black-and-white approxi- panels that can be adjusted to 
mation of the Buckland head is on various heights and shapes. Light, 
the front cover of this issue. air and sound waves are to be put

through all their paces, and the 
results scientifically recorded, not 
only independently but also in cor
relation. It is rather appalling how 
little we really know about the 
elements with which we work on

are
an

action was

Glenn E. Bennett, the 
tive officer of the United Nations’ 
Planning Office, tells us of the joy 
of those of the Secretariat staff who 
have already moved into the 
building. Great windows instead 
of the artificially lighted caverns of 
Lake Success have given a tre
mendous boost to morale.

execu-

new
on a rule-of-thumb basis.

Dean Saville of New York 
University’s College of Engineer
ing says that we are facing a short
age of graduate engineers. A fan
tastically large enrollment of engi
neering students followed the end 
of World War II—so large that 
fear was expressed that there would 
not be jobs enough to keep these

“I LIVE in one of those old-time 
high-ceilinged houses. You know 
—always cool in summer.” Well, 
are they? And how about the 
winter months?

Texas A. Sc M. is about to find
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ad and flaunted the boner before 
him. ‘ 
wrote.

graduates employed. Thereupon 
the enrollment steadily decreased, 
until this year’s freshman classes 
may well be below pre-war figures, who hasn’t called my attention to 
Meanwhile, graduate engineers, far it is Mr. Truman, and he’s prob-

heIt isn’t news to me, 
“About the only person

ably too busy.”
So, do not bother to tell us, the 

rest of you. 
day delivery is too heavy for him 
as it is. But we shall never again 
doubt that architects read the 
Journal’s advertising pages.

from being a drug on the market, 
have been grabbed by industry be
fore their diplomas were dry.

Turpin Bannister recently 
dertook the job of finding out 
whether or not we are educating 
enough architects to meet Amer
ica’s growing demand, 
to know.

The postman’s one-a-

un-

We crave
The American Heart Asso

ciation is taking up architecture. 
Cardiovascular diseases and those 

prevent them
It has been our fond hope that

the Journal’s advertising pages who strive
read by the architects. It would seem to have little connec- 

had to be a hope, for there seemed tion with the dwelling house, but 
practicable method of making the Association is worried by the 

sure. Then the August Journal amount of exertion laid on the 
appeared. On one of the advertise- heart muscles by our ineptitudes of 
ments this statement appeared, in design. The housewife must lift
very small type; “Four score years with her legs not with her back;
ago The Institute awarded Me- she must cultivate rhythm in iron- 
Kim its highest honor—its Gold ing; she roust stop worrying and 
Medal for 1909.” Immediately accept the things that cannot be

changed—particularly ill-designed 
closets, lack of proper furniture 
space, unnecessary stairs, improper 

of operations in poor

to

were

no

burden becamepostman’s
“Don’t you know the dif-our

heavy.
ference between four score years 
and four decades?” was the tenor sequence
of the h'pical correction. Archi- kitchen design. As for the archi
tects in Nebraska, Indiana, Michi- teot responsible for these hazards
gan, Ohio hurried to shame us. We to life—^who may himself have a 
wrote the agent who had prepared weak heart—the Association holds 
the copy for the Georgia Marble out no hope.
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. ^ aChamberlin offers latest 
Weather Strip and Insect Screen 

Specification Data
Up'-to-daie, liinesaving specification files 
bcilin for your handy reference 
weather strip and insect screen installations.

-prepared by Cham- 
available to aid—are you m

lou 11 save time on weather-stripping jobs with Chamberlin’s 
iiU-pui}>ose Weather Strip aitd Threshold specification file. And, 
you'll find the Chamberlin Insect Screen file a real help for 
detailing metal-frame screens in windows, doors, breezeways, 
porches and terraces in homes or commercial buildings.
Write today for both of these complete, wcll-iilustrated files. We 
will also be glad to furnish information to architects on Cham- 
berliii rock wool insulation, calking and storm windows.

OVER 53 YEARS OF SERVICE

CHAMBERLIN COMPANY 
of AMERICA

m iaS4 U Brott* Sfr««( 
0«lfoli 32, Mi«h.



AMERICAN-<^tattda^^

• mbing

ON MORE and more construction jobs 
you’ll find heating equipment and 

plumbing fixtures by American-Standard. 
This isn’t surprising when you remember 
that the American-Standard line is the 
most complete in the industry, and in
cludes products for even the most spe
cialized needs.

This variety of products idest flexibility in designing and styling 
for structures of almost every size and 

. . whether for houses, hotels.
ndustrial

offers the

\v

type . .schools, hospitals, largeor
buildings.

In design and in performance, you can 
.‘\merican-Standard Heating 

Equipment and Plumbing Fixtures to do 
the job right. Your Heating and Plumbing 

will be glad to give you up-to- 
the complete line.

rely on

Contractor 
date information onAmerican Radiotor & Standard Sanitory Corpo-

, P. O. Box 1226, Pitt.sburgh 30, Pa.
ration



Arrhitectiiral Concrete
is equally adaptable to the Spanish Romanesque design of St. Timothy’s church in 
Los Angeles, California (above) or to the modern or classic. Architectural concrete pro
duces beautiful, distinctive and enduring structures of any sire, style nr design nhen 
the simple and time-tested procedures of quality

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION, 33 W. Grand Avenue, Chicogo 10, Illinois
A national orgonizotion to improve and extend the uses of portlond cement 

and concrete through scientific research ond engineering field work

concrete conslriiclinn are followed.



and long life

ALCOA
For economy 

USE
i_ - ■

^ SILLS AND THRESHOLDS
For homes, apartments and commercial buildings, Alcoa Aluminum sills and thresholds 

to install, last for years without maintenance, con't discolor adjoeent oreos.
are easy

'• _ -r^

i

WINDOWShardware when win-No need for special 
dows ore Alcoa Aluminum. They never 
require painting, keep their snug 
and good appearance, can't rust>

coreLong-Josting, economical, corrosion- 
hordwore of Alcoa Aluminum 

of decorative
fitresistant

blends with oil types 
styles, keeps its good looks for years. 
Made by leading manufacturers. streak rot or warp.

frery year, more new buildings moke more use of aluminum building products. 
And no wonder. Aluminum is easy to install, economical, cuts down replacement and 
maintenance costs. For information on any application of aluminum, call your nearby 
Alcoa Sales Office or write ALUMINUM COMPANY OP AMERICA, 1890K Gulf Building, 

Pittsburgh 19, Pennsylvania.

" |T^ -fIRSILiN ALC^I
© AA

— exterior and interiorConsider Alcoa Aluminum for these building uses
walls, spandrels, screening, ducts, coping and gravel 

stops, roofs, doors and trim.
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This Home has S Thermostois 
0 In the Living-Dining Area 

In the Sleeping Area 
® in the Kitchen-Service Area 
® In the Guest Rooms Area 
© In the Maids' Rooms Area

TThIS CONNECTICUT residence is an excellent 

example of a home that is custom-built to offer the 
ultimate in gracious living. Nothing has been 
overlooked in the way of comfort. And comfort, 
of course, starts with the heating system.

To assure the utmost in both comfort and 
economy, this home was divided into 5 heat control 

;ach w'ith its own Honeywell thermostat. 
Heat is supplied only in the amount needed and 
where it is needed. One part of the house will 
never be too warm while another section is chilly. 
Instead, there is all-over comfort and no fuel waste 
from overheating.

Your clients can gain these same important 
benefits in custom-built heating comfort. Just con
sult youc nearby Honeywell control engineer about 
the proper controls and control areas needed. 
There is a Honeywell office con
veniently located in or near your city.

zones

ELECTRONIC CLOCK 
THERMOSTAT

Automatically lowered night tem
peratures may be provided for 
eoch zone, for odditioriol con
venience ond fuel economy.

Write for the info 
dential Zone Control Applications and 
Specifications,'" reprinted from the Pro
ducer's Council Bulletin, A.I.A. File 30-E. 
Minneopolis-Honeywell, Minneapolis 8, 
Minnesota. In Canoda: Toronto 17, Ont.

live folder, "Resi-



BUIID PRESTIGE . . . SATISFY
CUSTOMERS This Easy, EconomUal Way

I MR, LEE, I yVANT TO PERSONALLY ]^ THANK you FOR USINS ALUMINUM L 

9 NAILS ON IV\y HOME. ONE OF MY ik 
II NEIGHBORS HAD TO REPAiNPHIS HOME 
M LAST WEEK BKAU5EOF RUSTED SIDING.
■■ C0STHiM»3O0. MY Place looks 
jH GOODA5 NEW-THANKS 70 YOU AND ^ 
^ NEVET?-STAIN ALUM) NUM NAlLS!

:4ONE YEAR 
LATERBILL, YOU'LL BE 6LAD I SPECIFIED NICHOLS ‘ ^ 

—Lf HEVER-STAIN ALUMINUM NAltS FOR SOUR I'.l,, 
HOME, THEY WONYRUST LIKE ORDINARY || •- 

NAILS. THEY WON'T STREAK OR STAIN 
PAINTED SIDING OR CAUSE SIDING TO [•} ^ 

LOOSEN THROUGH NAIL RUST. YET THEY 
COST LESS7HAN #3.50 MORE THAN ORP- M; ,! 
INARY NAILS FOR YOUR FIVE-ROOM HOUSE If.

THERE'S A BIG
DIFFERENCE IN NAILS!
Nichols Never-Sfain Alunfiinum
Nails are etched from head to
tip for greater holding power 
. . . drive easily . . . lighter to •

. . and cost less tocarry .
countersink-appiy because no

Ing or puttying Is necessary!
Billions have been used.

A WIDE V4RIETr
SIZES4 N DTYPES

NOW PACKAGED FOR THE JOB! /
Aluminum RoefinQ Nails • Weed Siding Noils—Casing or Sinker Head • Asbestos Siding 
Nolls • Reek Loth Nails • Shingle Noils • Asbestos Shingle Nalls • Cedar Shake Nails 

• Roofing Nails with or without Gora*Lee neoprene washers• Driwall-Boord Noils

NICHOLS WIRE & ALUMINUM CO.
General Office end Plant — Davenport, Iowa

Branches — Meson City, lowo South Deerfield, Mess. • Oakland, Calif. • Seattle, Wash.
SUBSTITUTE!

fell Bottle Creek, Mich.

ALUMINUM IS NOT 4
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classic example of the arresting beauty of 
marble. When Vermont Marble is specifeci for the 

trim at entrances, sills and lintels of windows, water-tables and other pro
jecting members exposed to the weather, buildings literally beam with beauty.

is a

Even though a limited 
budget may dictate 7 
neighbor’s decision 
specify cheaper material g 
for plain wail surfaces, I 
you would criticize his 5 
judgment if he should l| 
use, for the most con* ja 
spicuous and exposed S 
parts of his building, II 
material that's subject ^ 
to decay.

So, act

your
to

I

I
M-

upon your 
own criticism. In the 
interest of economy, 
beauty, and durability, 
specify Vermont Marble 
trim.

Staples School, Westport, Conn.
Architects; Reginald Marsh & Starrett & Von Vleck. 

Donfay Vermor»t Marble Trim.

erystalliiie IIRMOIT MiRilii'""'
VERMONT MARBLE COMPANY • PROCTOR, VERMONT

Branch Offices viuch
Boslon • ChicQa® * Clevelond • Dohas • Houston • Philodelphio • Los Angeles • New York • ion rrontisco 

In Canada: Ontario Marble Company, Ltd., Peterbere, Ontarlg ond Toronta, Ontario 
Broaks Marble A Tile Company, Lid., Terenlo, Ontario

COLOR • CHARACTER • PERMANENCE •
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Here, compiJed under one cover, is everything you want to 
V about floor treatments, building maintenance, sanitation, 
custodial training. MODERN MAINTENANCE, Hillyard’s 

new catalog, contains a gold mine of practical guidance, latest 
information available, in the field of ceiling to floor 

maintenance. This book was designed to HELP YOU plan a 
low-cost maintenance program—to keep your buildings in 

’’better than ever” condition at all times. Destined to become a 
’•bible” of the industry . . . MODERN MAINTENANCE by 

HILLYARD will prove to be a profitable reference.

Contains **how-to" guidonce on every phase of 
building maintenance, floor treatment, sanitation

ST. JOSEPH

know

MISSOURI. U. S. A.

MAIL COUPON For your FREI COPYI
Dear Sirs: Please send ja» a copy of Mill- 
yard's new catalog, "Modern Maintenance”, 
just off (he press. 1 understand there is no

ILLYARD I charge.
i I Name........................
k>nBu//diag Address

State.T I Ci ty
A—.1 ■^mS. Ik.-.-
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